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Letter from the President

As I write, we are half way through the London 2012
Olympic Games. With the exception of a bit of a flag
faux pas early on, they seem to have gone off without
a hitch (unless you were trying to get tickets to watch
anything of course). Knowing how surprisingly complex it is just to
organize a conference, I am in awe of the level of planning that must have
gone into these Games over the past few years.

I am aware of all the work that has been done in the background by the
"Ologists" to deal with the aftermath of any potential terrorist incidents -
the old adage "failing to plan is planning to fail" is so true. I cannot
imagine how much more there was to which we were not privy. Howard
Way from the Met Police gave a presentation at the Interpol meeting
earlier this year in Lyon on the work that has gone in to the Police
response. I suspect that the major incident plans for this event could be
looked upon as the gold standard in the future, although, of course, every
event is different.

Being only the third on call during the Olympic period, I felt Ok to sneak
off to France for a week for a quick ride to the South and back. It was
officially a canicule over there, with temperatures on the weather maps
showing in the 40's, a fact that I was only too aware of in my big British-
weather style clothing. The looks I got from people, in more appropriate
summer clothing when I would stop anywhere confirmed that not only
was I obviously British but clearly under-medicated too.

Thinking of colder weather, you will find the booking form for the
November Conference included with this newsletter. The venue is The
Grand in Brighton, most famous in many people's minds for the bombing
by the IRA on 12 October 1984 during the Conservative Party conference.

Interestingly, the statement released by the IRA after the attempt on
Margaret Thatcher's life had failed is the origin of the now much used (and
adapted) phrase; "Today we were unlucky, but remember we only have to
be lucky once. You will have to be lucky always." I suspect that many
Politicians and senior Officers who use an adaptation of this phrase, have
no idea that they are, in fact, quoting the IRA.

This year's main Conference will predominantly be based on case studies
and wet fingered work. This is always interesting and helps to show the
variety of work that is out there. I am, however, keen that it is not just a
series of "didn't we do well" stories. It must be remembered that
whenever there is a case where two Odontologists come to different
conclusions (and I have been involved in a few over the past year), then at
least one of them - and of course possibly both - are wrong. To me this
underlines the value of the adversarial system over the inquisitorial
system. Places at the Grand will be limited and popular so please return
the booking form to Ron Foden ASAP.

I look forward to seeing you there.

Phil Marsden



Forum for Disaster Victim Identification
The Penridge Suite, London Nil 1NL Friday 29th June 2012

When I received an electronic flier last February giving notice of this new
event my appetite was immediately whetted despite the high delegate
fee of over £300.00. Closer inspection revealed a concession to members
of BAFO reducing this amount to a more realistic figure of around
£150.00. It was a done deal.

The event was facilitated by Euroscicon, a company specialising in
organising scientific meetings for diverse specialist societies. It was
described as an inaugural networking event gathering together experts in
DVI to discuss current legislation and techniques involved in DVI.
Euroscicon provide no scientific input into events acting purely as
facilitators.

The meeting co-chairs were Dr Vivienne Levy and our own Dr Phil
Marsden. Dr Levy, originally from England, is a Dental Surgeon and
Forensic Odontologist living and working in New Zealand. She runs her
own Dental Practice in Christchurch and has over twenty five years
experience in Forensic Odontology. Viv was deployed to Phuket following
the Boxing Day Tsunami in 2004 and more recently acted as Dental AM
and Recon. Co-ordinator following the earthquake in Christchurch on
22nd February 2011. And what of our own Dr Phil Marsden? A shortened
version of his CV would read something like "Done a lot". Seriously Phil
has done about everything possible associated with Forensic Dentistry.
Most recently he was also deployed to Christchurch following the
earthquake in 2011 to assist in the DVI operation.

Walking from the tube to the venue I bumped into Phil. He had just been
informed at short notice that two of the speakers would be unable to
attend the day's event. No panic just go to plan B was his response! And
so it was. The order of appearance of speakers was rearranged and the
speakers agreed to elaborate around their presentations encouraging
audience participation wherever possible.

The first speaker was Dr Eleanor Graham, Northumbria University, UK. Her
talk was entitled "Collection and preservation of biological material for
disaster victim identification". Dr Graham emphasised the importance of
DMA profiling in victim identification when other primary methods of
identification may not be applicable. Dr Graham described the types of
material that may be collected and invited discussion of best practice for
collection, storage and transportation methods following a variety of
incident types.

Bearing in mind that DNA extracted from both teeth and bones was a
specialised time consuming procedure Dr Graham was particularly keen on
using DNA extracted from soft muscle tissues as a cheaper more expedient
way to obtain victim samples. She described a new tool developed at the
University of Northumbria to extract, store and transport deep muscle
tissue for DNA profiling. The device was basically akin to an apple corer.

A lively debate ensued regarding longevity and viability of DNA obtained
from soft tissue as opposed to hard tissue and whether the method
described was prone to contamination. Dr Graham reassured the audience
that contamination thus far had not been a problem and that best practice
would be to obtain DNA material from both hard and soft tissues should
the soft tissue DNA prove unviable.

The second speaker was Maria M MacLennan, Duncan of Jordanstone
College of Art and Design, University of Dundee, Scotland. Her
presentation was entitled "Identity vs. identification in the 21st Century:
the Forensic Use of Jewellery in Disaster Victim Identification". The
increased occurrence of mass disasters in recent years means forensic
experts have had to become more adept at using alternative means of
identification should traditional methods fail. Primary methods of
identification such as DNA, odontology and fingerprinting are crucial
weapons in establishing identification, but can often be diminished in an
extreme disaster environment. Jewellery has long been a signifier of
personal identity, marking its wearer as a member of a particular religion,
cultural group or life stage. Maria's presentation highlighted how design



research can assist in utilising jewellery as a method of forensic
identification in a Century where our individual personal identities are
increasingly under attack.

From a personal perspective the presentation was particularly relevant.
Very recently I was asked to identify fragmented incinerated human
remains. Photographs of semi-molten jewellery found at the scene of
discovery published in local newspapers were recognised and the
outcome was set of ante-mortem dental records that matched those of
the deceased.

The third speaker was Dr Julie Roberts, Senior Anthropologist at Cellmark
Forensic Services, who presented "Disaster Victim Identification in a
Theatre of Operations". Dr Roberts's professional experience includes
lead anthropologist following the London bombings in 2005 and multiple
deployments to Kosovo, Iraq, Kuwait, Lebanon and Afghanistan as a
forensic anthropologist assisting in the exhumation and identification of
victims of war crimes, air crashes and terrorist incidents. The
presentation summarised the methods of identification in mass fatality
incidents where remains are extensively commingled and/or burnt. Dr
Roberts described a case study from Pakistan, the Pamir Airways crash in
2010 where 44 people were killed. Her emphasis in the first part of the
presentation was the importance of being "on site" at the scene of the
disaster to co-ordinate a thorough systematic search. However in this case
the crash had occurred on the side of a mountain at 10,000 feet and in
hostile territory under the control of Taliban forces. Against this
background human remains were retrieved by loyal Afghan forces and
carried in hessian sacks to a makeshift mortuary lower down the
mountain. 44 sacks of remains were retrieved in the operation which was
about as far away from ideal circumstances as conceivable. Despite these
difficulties Dr Roberts emphasised the importance of each stage in the DVI
process from recovery and examination of the remains through to DNA
analysis and repatriation. In this case a satisfactory outcome was achieved
with positive identification of the vast majority of the victims.

Dr Roberts also made reference to more recent deaths in theatre and just
to emphasise that ideal recovery circumstances were not always available
cited that recovery of the bodies of the ten victims of the Hercules -130
downed in Iraq in February 2005 was effected in under half an hour.

After an excellent buffet lunch, the first speaker of the afternoon was Dr
Chris Maguir. Before joining the Northumbria University Centre for
Forensic Science Dr Maguir had a thirty year career with the Forensic
Science Service. He has a particular expertise in the use of DNA profiling
for human identification including missing persons enquiries, mass fatality
incidents and familial searching of DNA databases. He has worked with the
ACPO Disaster Victim Identification Team, the Foreign and Commonwealth
office, the Home Office, Interpol and other international agencies in the
identification of the victims of mass fatality incidents including the Waco
incident, World Trade Centre 99/110, MV Gaul, South East Asian Tsunami,
Hurricane Katrina and Air France (A447) air crash. Dr Maguir's
presentation outlined the use of DNA profiling techniques in the context
of a "primary identification technique" for Disaster Victim Identification.
Reference was made to the utility highly discerning autosomal DNA STR
chemistries and DNA lineage markers. Dr Maguir highlighted that the
"new" generation of DNA profiling kits now available were so more
discerning than those of a decade ago that it was now possible to obtain
results from infinitesimally tiny samples of material. The presentation also
covered the selection of appropriate reference samples for DNA profiling
purposes and potential ethical issues that may arise from using this
technique. The identification of the victims of the Air France A447 disaster

was also discussed.

Dr Vivienne Levy, one of the co-chairs of the meeting, gave the next
presentation entitled "Lessons learned during the Christchurch
earthquake". As previously mentioned Viv is a Forensic Dentist and runs a
dental practice in Christchurch, New Zealand. At 12.51pm on 22nd
February 2011 a catastrophic earthquake hit the city of Christchurch
resulting in the destruction of many buildings in the city centre together
with the loss of 185 lives. Against this background Viv acted as the AM and
reconciliation co-ordinator of the Dental Section of the DVI operation.



The earthquake responsible for the ultimate tragedy was just one of a
series of earthquakes that occurred both before and after 22nd February.
The Plassdata software programme was used in the identification process
and, significantly, Viv emphasised the importance of "local knowledge" to
expedite the process in such a small community where virtually everybody
knew each other's personal details and lifestyles. Despite the relative
lengthy time span associated with use of the Plassdata system, Viv
justified its use in these circumstances because of the accuracy and
reliability of the results.

The final presentation of the day was given by "our own" inimitable Dr
Roger Summers entitled "Mass Disaster; Post Mortem Identification
Techniques and Procedures". Suffice to say that Roger has an exhaustive
thirty eight year continuous Forensic Background including a corporate
senior management role for the Police Force Scientific Support Unit,
Fingerprint and Forensic Photography Departments, Chemical
Development Laboratories, Forensic Submissions Facility, Technical
Support Unit and Forensic Medical Examiners. He lectures globally and
during his career has been a member of many high profile committees.
Follow that if you can!!

His presentation gave a detailed account of many of the practices involved
in mortuary procedures and the positive identification of human remains
which may have a significant effect on the outcome of an enquiry,
investigation or inquest. The presentation also addressed the
establishment of cordons, scene presentation and security at the incident
site, body recovery techniques including the chain of continuity and the
associated health and safety and risk assessment considerations. The
temporary storage of human remains prior to their transportation from
the incident site to the location where the authorised autopsy will be
conducted was also discussed.

The presentation also described strategies to accommodate the needs of
the media who will always continue have a keen interest post-incident.
The establishment of both ante and post-mortem centres, the important
aspects of relative liaison and the requirements of various religious

denominations involved when any incident or mass disaster has taken

place was highlighted.

BAFO delegates included Jane Reece, Sally Andrews, Jim Hardy, Bernard
Crocker, Katherine Knott and me. Roger and Phil were there in their
capacity as contributors to the Forum.

As we all left the Portman the consensus was that the day had been
extremely worthwhile and informative despite the fact that two of the
speakers had to pull out at the last moment. Someone phrased the term
"structured informality" to describe the day and we all agreed with that.

John Rosie

British Association for Human Identification (BAHID)

Spring Conference BAHID
"Age Estimation in the Living" April 2012

The BAHID Spring conference entitled "Age Estimation in the Living" was
held at the University of Nottingham Jubilee Campus Thursday 12th April
to Sunday 15th April 2012. The three day programme was packed with
scientific, ethical and legal aspects of age estimation in the living as well as
social events to help delegates unwind afterwards.

It would be fair to say that initially there appeared to be somewhat of a
conflict between the scientific presentations and the legal and ethical
presentations. The perception seemed to be that the scientific methods
used for age estimation were not reliable and that their use was not in the
recipient's best interest. Rather than go through each presentation in
detail (there were eighteen in total) and monopolise the entire Newsletter
I will attempt to give an objective overview of the conference and the

reflections we all took away.



Accurate estimation of age estimation became an issue in the UK with the
arrival of Kosovan teenagers in 1998 seeking refuge from the civil war in
Yugoslavia. Until then immigration into England and Wales was governed
by the Immigration Rules, HC 395 of 1994 (as amended). These rules are
designed to affect the changing views on economic entry and stay in the
UK and over the years have developed from general guidance for
Immigration officials to a complex and detailed set of instructions on who
can legally enter or stay in the UK. As a consequence accurate age
assessment has become a determinant factor in the decision making
process.

Due to a last minute glitch Professor Sue Black was unfortunately unable
to attend but linked in to the conference via the marvels of a tele-video
system was able to deliver her keynote speech reproduced in entirety
below;

"Age estimation and the paradigm shift"
"There is no statutory framework for age assessment in the UK as it pertains to
those seeking asylum. If age is disputed at the screening status, the individual
passes to a case owner who will place heavy reliance on Local Authority opinions
regarding their possible age. However, apart from a requirement to meet
Merton compliance, there is no prescribed way in which the Local Authorities
are obliged to carry out such assessments. The subsequent decisions may be
accepted or rejected and can lead to appeal. One recent successful appeal
included 40 children, illegally detained whilst seeking asylum and who received
substantial compensation against the Home Office. Of course an age may be
accepted, but should that individual come under future scrutiny from our judicial
system, then their age may be challenged and paediatricians, anthropologists and
dentists may be called upon by the court to provide independent age
assessments based on a scientific and statistical basis. There is no doubt that there is
great uncertainty in the entire process of age estimation and it is exacerbated at the
junction of greatest judicial sensitivity - is the applicant under or over the age of
18? Our society is predicated on the need for a legal age and perhaps now is the
time for a significant paradigm shift in our legislation to assign a fixed and legally
binding age to individuals given leave to enter and remain in the UK. This will
serve to strengthen the protocols and procedures adopted during original
assessments and will provide the judiciary with a level of confidence that they do
not currently possess".

"Merton compliance" is a term used to describe a local authority age assessment
that has been conducted in accordance with the case law on age assessments
and is therefore fair and lawful. The term derives from the Merton judgment of
2003 which gives guidance as to the requirements of a lawful assessment by a
local authority of the age of a young asylum seeker claiming to be under the age
of 18 years. The process is conducted solely by Social Service personnel and is
entirely subjective using determinants such as physical appearance, demeanor,
and credibility of supporting paperwork and the individual always has the right to
the benefit of doubt. From the scientific discipline "Merton compliance" is not
reliably accredited or evidence based.

The decision of the "Merton process" may be rejected say, for example, by the
Immigration Authority, resulting in a court appeal and the involvement of
paediatricians, anthropologists and odontologists. There is no doubt that there is
great uncertainty in the entire process of age estimation and scientific, medical
and dental evidence is currently not highly regarded.

Currently there is no unified approach to age assessment in Europe. Some
countries rely primarily on social assessment e.g. UK whereas others rely
primarily on scientific assessment e.g. Belgium. Norway is the country closest to
using a multi-disciplinary approach.

The dental presentations were given by our President Phil Marsden, with an
extensive literature review of dental ageing, Professor Graham Roberts who
passionately extolled the potential benefits to the individual of dental age
assessment using third molar teeth and Professor Geoff Craig who related
aspects of tooth histology to chronological age and systemic stress. Lucina
Hackman, anthropologist, from the Centre for Anatomy and Human
Identification at the University of Dundee and well known within BAFO
presented skeletal methods of age assessment. Dr David Lucy, mathematician at
the University of Lancaster, extolled the virtues of presenting dental age
estimations using a likelihood ratio approach rather than the Bayesian approach
currently favoured by the majority of expert witnesses in this country.
Presentations were also given by practitioners from Switzerland and the
Netherlands highlighting their experience of age estimation.

The various social presentations of age assessment in the living were delivered
with equal conviction and compassion. Essentially they consolidated the view of
the UN Committee delivered in 2008. The UN Committee criticized the failure



of the then UK government to take children's rights seriously enough, and
condemned the "general climate of intolerance and negative public
attitudes towards children, especially adolescents." It told ministers to
take urgent action on 100 recommendations to improve the lives of
children. Additionally medical/dental/anthropological scientific methods
of age assessment all rely heavily upon the use of radiographic imaging
and the current list of chief protagonists against this procedure includes
Professor Dame Sally Davies, Chief Medical Officer UK, the British Dental
Association, the Royal College of Radiologists, the Australian Human
Rights Commission and the Royal College of Paediatricians.

To someone not present at the conference this report could suggest an
intractable difference of opinion between the various disciplines involved
in the complex question of age assessment in the living. This is not the
case. As the conference matured it was apparent that there was a
willingness to engage between all parties to arrive at some consensus in
the best interests of the individual under scrutiny. Perhaps the conclusion
of Amanda Gray Merrall, solicitor and advocate for the UN Refugee
Agency in London offers hope. "A balance must be struck between a
process lacking scientific input (such as the current UK system) and one
with too much focus on the scientific approach which might impinge the
rights of the individual. Fairness and human rights must be the guiding
principle of developing a process which limits the margin for error and
ensures the state complies with their international and domestic legal
obligations".

John Rosie

BAFO Scale of Fees 2012

Police Post-Mortem & Bite Mark Cases-
Hourly Rate: £110 per hour professional time
(Professional time includes time at a police
station or mortuary and time spent on report
writing)
Travelling time: £70 per hour
Travelling expenses (road): 70p per mile

Coroner's cases

Members are reminded that where an identification is
requested directly from the Coroner, fees are
negotiable directly with HM Coroner or his officer. It
would be reasonable to use the fee scale relating to a
police identification (above) although there are set fees
for a standard and a special post mortem and report.

The BAFO conference for 2012 will be held at The Grand Hotel Brighton,
Fri Nov 9th - Sun Nov 11th 2012.

http://www.devere-hotels.co.uk/hotel-lodfies/locations/the-grand.html

The booking form is enclosed with this newsletter. Please note that spaces
at the hotel are limited and on a first come first served basis - do it now.

Parking is at a premium in Brighton, so be aware.



Programme 2012

Friday 9th November

2.00pm - 4.00pm - MSc dissertation research
presentations/proposals/discussion
4.00pm-Tea
430pm-AGM

Saturday 10th November

09.00am - Adult vs. Child bite - Roland Kouble
09.30am - Making sense of scrappy evidence?
- Phil Marsden/Cath Adams
09.50am - Non-routine bite mark cases
- Douglas Sheasby
10.15am-Coffee
10.45am - Overview of distortion - Geoff Craig
11.30am - Photographic imaging - Sam Evans
12.00am - Poacher turned game keeper - Rupert Parsons

12.30pm-Lunch

2.00pm - M5 crash Odont response - John Robson
2.20pm - M5 crash Police response and role of the FLC - Tim Kopik
3.00pm - TRiM - Mel Oura
3.30pm-Coffee
3.45pm - An update on dimensional and colorimetric changes in heat
affected teeth - Michael Sandholzer
4.15pm - Long-time dead - Nathan Brown
4.40pm - A sideways look at identification - Freddie Martin

Final timings may vary

6.45pm - Pre-dinner drinks
7.45pm - Gala dinner (Black Tie)

NOTICES

Committee

The constitution requires the following officers to retire or seek re-election
at the AGM in November 2010

Honorary Treasurer: Ron Foden

Nominations, endorsed by a Proposer and a Seconder, who must be
members of BAFO, should be in the hand of the secretary, Simon Sampson,
before the 28th October 2012.

Ordinary members of the committee: There are two positions for ordinary
members of the committee up for election. The ordinary member serves for
two years on the committee.

Should any members wish to be put forward for election as an ordinary
member of the committee, then nominations, accompanied by the names
of a Proposer and Seconder, who must be members of BAFO, must be
received by the secretary by 28th October 2012.



Annual General Meeting

Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of the British
Association for Forensic Odontology will be held at The Grand Hotel,
Brighton at 4.30 on Friday 9th November 2012
Items for any other business should be in the hands of the Secretary,

thSimon Sampson, before 29l" October 2012.

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1. Opening by President: Dr Phil Marsden

2. Apologies for absence

3. Minutes of the last AGM

4. Matters arising

5. President's Report

6. Treasurer's Report and adoption of accounts

7. Election of Officers Honorary Treasurer

8. Election of two ordinary members of the Committee

9. Any other business

Current Committee Members

President Dr Phil Marsden

Peer review and webmaster
phmarsden(ajhotmail.com

Secretary Dr Simon Sampson
Morialta

Palmerston Road
Newhaven
E. Sussex
BN9 ONS

m.07971898065
simon(aisimonsampson.me

Treasurer Dr Ron Foden
26B The Hornet

Chichester
West Sussex
PO194JG

rdfoden@talk21 .com

Membership Secretary Dr John Rosie
6 Harrock Wood Close

Irby, Wirral
Merseyside,CH61 3XY

h.0151 6486379
w. 01745 443175
m. 07885 158039

John rosie@lineone.net
For all changes of address, Please e-mail to the above.



Education, DVI

Ordinary members and their specific responsibilities are as follows:

Dr Adrian Harold Assistant Web Editor

Dr Rupert Parsons

Dr Cath Adams

Dr Mel Oura

Dr Nathan Brown

Dr Douglas Sheasby Academic Advisor

Co-opted members:

Dr. Roger Summers Police liaison

Dr Roland Kouble Editor of the Newsletter
& Mentoring

Mob. 07714200738 rolandkouble@hotmail.co.uk

Past presidents attendins meetinss currently

Dr John Robson

Dr Graham Ritchie

Prof. Geoff Craig

Dr Freddie Martin

Dr Jim Hardy

DVI

Peer Review and Audit


